A torsion free abelian group is quotient divisible if A has a free subgroup B such that A/B is the direct sum of a torsion divisible group and a group of bounded order. Let & be the category of quotient divisible abelian groups of finite rank {rank A is the cardinality of a maximal independent subset of A) with morphism sets Q (x)^Hom (A, B), where Q is the field of rational numbers. Morphisms in W are quasi-homomorphisms of groups.
THEOREM A: There is a contravariant exact functor F: ^ -+<& such that F 2 is naturally equivalent to the identity functor on ^, rank A = rank FA and A is free iff FA is divisible.
Let E p = {m/nsQ\(p 9 n) = 1} be the localization of Z at a prime p and <g% = {A p = R p ® z A \ A e &) be a category with morphism sets Q®R p Ή-om (A p , Bp).
The duality F induces a duality on ^ which coincides with the duality given in [1] For Ae^, p-rank A is the Z/pZ dimension of A/pA.
COROLLARY B: For all primes p, p-rank FA = rank A -p-rank A.
Notation is established in 1 and the relevant results of BeaumontPierce [2] are summarized in a series of lemmas. The proofs of Theorem A and Corollary B are contained in 2. Section 3 includes some easy consequences of the properties of the duality F. 1* Preliminaries* The ring of #>-adic integers, p a prime, is denoted by R% and Q* is the quotient field of J2*, i.e., the p-adic completion of Q. There are subring inclusions ZaRpCzQczQp* and If {x x , , x n } is a basis for V then {a?[, , x' n } is a basis for F ; where x\ is defined by ^-(^i) = δ i3 ; the Kronecker delta. Thus f A φ p = θ' p j' B . It now follows that F{θ) p {σ p ) c ^p since θ p = (1 (g) λ)' is identified with 1 (x) λ' = ί 7^) ,, by the natural isomorphism of (a).
It is now clear that F is a contravariant functor in ^, since G is a contravariant functor in Z7. A torsion free abelian group A is locally free if R P A is a free i?p-module for all primes p. The only locally free quotient divisible modules of finite rank are free, since if A is such a group FA is divisible (R P FA is divisible for all primes p) hence A is free.
For Ae^, let E(A) be the quasi-endomorphism ring of A. Then F induces a ring anti-isomorphism from E(A) to E(FA) which is an isomorphism if E{A) is commutative.
Beaumont-Pierce [3], Corollary 4.6, prove that a torsion free group A, of finite rank, is isomorphic to the additive group of a full subring of a semi-simple rational algebra (i.e., has semi-simple algebra type) iff A is quotient divisible and A ~ B γ 0 0 B n , Bi strongly indecomposable, and each E{Bι) is an algebraic number field, whose dimension over Q is the rank of B t . It follows that A has semi-simple algebra type iff FA does.
One can show, as in [1] , that if rank A = n + 1 and p-rank A = n for all primes p y F(A) = A* A, the nth exterior power of A. A module theoretic characterization of F, in general, is unknown to the author.
